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WEIGHTY
MATTERS
Learn how your weight aids can improve
your horse’s training at every level.

By David Marcus n Photos by Susan J. Stickle

In the Practical Horseman Extra Volume 4, Grand Prix rider Nicholas Fyffe explained the
importance of having consistent aids and expectations when working with your horse on the
ground. Here, his husband and business partner, David Marcus—an Olympian and accomplished Grand Prix rider—shows how to translate those same goals into your work under saddle.

T

he world’s best riders make dressage into an art form by creating and
controlling their horses’ power with opposing aids—producing energy
with the legs and seat and using the body and rein contact to channel it.
They do this so harmoniously that you rarely see their aids. What you
also don’t see is all the homework that went into getting to that point. To
achieve such finesse, you must be effective at every level. From the very
first time you mount a young horse, he must react to your aids. You can’t expect these reactions to be as immediate as you will later in his education, but it’s so important that you
get a reaction. How well you establish this reliability to the aids early on will determine
how successful all of your subsequent training is.
To teach responsiveness, you must always know the answer you want to every

Shifting your weight in the saddle can
significantly influence your horse, no matter
what his level is. I’ve used subtle weight
shifts to maximize Oldenburg gelding Dean
Martin’s self-carriage and expression,
always returning to the quiet neutral
position you see here the moment he offers
a positive response.

question you ask. And you must have an
expectation that an aid will always work.
When it doesn’t work initially, be prepared
to exaggerate that aid however necessary
to achieve a response. As your horse’s
understanding improves throughout his
career, you’ll be able to refine your aids
more and more. They won’t change fundamentally, but the degree of subtlety will

About David Marcus
Born in Omaha, Nebraska, David Marcus moved to Canada in 1996 and became a Canadian citizen in 2011. He and the Danish Warmblood gelding Chrevi’s Capital represented his new country in both the 2012 London Olympics and the 2014 FEI World Equestrian Games in Normandy,
France. The pair also competed on multiple Nations Cup teams and topped the North American
League to qualify for the 2013 FEI World Cup™ Dressage Final in Göthenburg, Sweden. Throughout his career, David has won many Grands Prix, including CDIs at Dressage at Devon and the Adequan Global Dressage Festival. He won the 2016 Adequan/USDF Intermediate II Dressage Horse
of the Year award aboard Binjora. During the 2018 Adequan/USDF Global Dressage Festival, David debuted his new
upper-level mount, Dean Martin. The pair took first place in each class they entered.
David has coached multiple students to podium finishes at the North American Junior & Young Rider Championships as
well as to many national show and CDI wins. He is now based year-round in Wellington, Florida, where he and his husband, Nicholas Fyffe, run the training and sales operation Marcus Fyffe Dressage.
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Starting Out: Clarify Your Intentions with Weight Shifts

1

2

Before I practice any weight-shift exercise, I always begin in
my neutral position: upright and centered in the saddle with my
shoulder, hip and heel aligned and my hands maintaining a light
following contact with the reins.

TIP
Before you apply
any weight aid, always check first that
your neutral position
is correct: upright
and centered in the
saddle with your
shoulder, hip and
heel aligned. Your
hands maintain a
light, following contact with the reins.

gradually increase.
Dressage instructors focus intensely on certain aids—the reins,
legs and individual seat bones—
but you don’t often hear them
talk about how to teach horses
to respond to their riders’ weight
distribution. In this article, I’ll
explain how key this aid is and
how you can apply it at every
level of your horse’s training.

How It Works

Horses naturally want to be
balanced. That’s why you don’t
see them run around the field
tipped sideways. When you nudge them to step away from you
on the cross-ties, they automatically readjust themselves to a
stance they find comfortable—not necessarily square, but with
their weight distributed fairly evenly across all four legs. You can
use this natural tendency to your advantage when you’re riding.
When you shift your weight to one side, forward or backward,
your horse will instinctively try to shift his own weight to prevent
you from throwing him off balance. So the aid is simply a matter
of counteracting his natural desires by shifting your weight in the
opposite direction.
You can use this tool to help teach a young horse your leg
and rein aids—which won’t make as much intuitive sense to him
at first—and to teach him better balance on turns and circles.
4 PRACTICAL HORSEMAN EXTRA
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To reinforce my aids for the transition to trot, I lean my upper
body forward, subtly at first and then with more exaggeration so
my intentions are crystal clear. The Hanoverian gelding Da Vinci
responds to this weight shift by picking up the trot. Notice how
relaxed his expression is. This aid makes sense to him.

As his training advances, your weight aids will be helpful for reinforcing your other aids when teaching him new skills. They’ll
also be useful for encouraging more self-carriage and expression.
Before you apply any weight aid, always check first that
your “neutral” position is correct: upright and centered in the
saddle with your shoulder, hip and heel aligned and your hands
maintaining a light following contact with the reins while your
body does nothing else that might interfere with your horse. The
more secure you are in this position, the more confidence you’ll
inspire in him. Establishing this confidence before every new lesson and exercise is essential.
Here are three examples of how the weight aid can enhance
your training at different levels.

Young Horse Starting Under Saddle
The first basic under-saddle lessons you need to teach your
horse are how to go forward from the leg and slow down in
response to the rein aid. Using weight shifts will help to make
these intentions clear. Starting from your correct neutral position,
lean forward when you want him to increase his pace and backward when you want him to decrease it. He will naturally speed
up to stay balanced underneath your forward weight and slow
down to accommodate your backward weight shift.
Don’t be afraid to exaggerate your position to get results.
Ideally, you want your horse to respond to a very subtle weight
shift, but he won’t always notice that. So lean as dramatically forward or backward as necessary. Committing to doing this can be
especially difficult for dressage riders, who try so hard to maintain the perfect position in every step. But remember, it’s always

Starting Out: Clarify Your Intentions with Weight Shifts

3

4

I immediately praise him for picking up the trot, then return to
my neutral position and stay there so long as he continues at a
balanced, steady pace.

more important to get a reaction to your aids.
As soon as your horse offers even the smallest response to your
weight aid, return immediately to your neutral position and praise
him with a “Good boy!” and perhaps a stroke on the neck with
your inside hand. We dressage riders tend to be perfectionists, but
you must reward your horse all the way along the road to perfection to achieve it. That means positively reinforcing any response
he makes to your aids that was better than the time before.
Be sure that your aids never conflict. Whenever your leg says,
“Go forward,” don’t let your upper body get left behind. For example, if you’re making a transition from walk to trot, be ready
to go forward with the motion in that very first step of trot.
Another useful application of the weight aid on a young
horse is for controlling his tempo. If he’s trotting too fast, stay in
the air just a little longer and bring your shoulders back a few
inches during the rising phase of your posting. He’ll try to “catch”
you by slowing his tempo.
Lateral weight aids are also extremely useful with youngsters.
Ideally, we want dressage horses to travel around turns and
circles in an upright balance. Imagine your horse’s head, shoulders and hips as three connected train cars. All of the parts have
to follow each other along the same track. And the cars need to
stay upright. In their early training, however, horses don’t usually have the strength to achieve this while carrying us on their
backs. Instead, they tend to lean in on the turns and circles like a
motorcycle. Unfortunately, we riders have the same tendency, so
it’s twice as important to be conscious of this.
Here’s how to convert your horse from a motorcycle into a
train: Approach the corner of the ring in a posting trot and initi5 PRACTICAL HORSEMAN EXTRA
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When I’m ready to come back to the walk, I lean my upper body
backward, bringing my shoulders slightly behind my hips. This
helps to reinforce my rein aids for the downward transition.

5
Da Vinci responds by coming smoothly back to the walk, so I
immediately return to my neutral position.

ate a very shallow turn, as if you were riding half of a 20-meter
circle. (Young horses don’t have
enough strength to maintain
TIP
their balance around corners any
Be sure that your
deeper than that.) As he enters
aids never conflict.
the turn, stand more on your outWhenever your
side stirrup while simultaneously
leg says, “Go forleaning your shoulders to the
ward,” don’t let
outside. Be very careful not to let
your upper body
your weight shift affect your conget left behind.
tact in the reins.
If your horse still falls in

First Level: Use Your Weight Aid with the Leg-Yield

1

2

I start at the trot, tracking to the right. When Da Vinci feels
confident and balanced, I turn down the centerline, travel straight
for a few strides and then squeeze my right leg to ask him to
move to the left. While keeping my upper body tall and centered
over his spine, I drop a little more weight down into my left heel
to reinforce the leg aid.

To give a stronger weight aid, I step down even more into my left
stirrup. Notice how my upper body is still tall and straight, but my
weight is clearly balanced more over my left stirrup than my right.
This encourages Da Vinci to move his body sideways to get back
underneath my center of gravity.

on the turn, exaggerate the
weight shift a little more
the next time, leaning your
Although your lower
shoulders a bit further to the
leg is responsible for
outside and putting more
creating the energy,
weight down into that outside
the best forward
stirrup. Experiment with these
driving aid is
aids until you find what’s most
a seat that follows
effective with him. Each time
the movement.
you go around a turn or circle,
close your inside leg at the
girth as well. Over time, by associating that aid with your weight shift, you’ll be able to use it
alone to support his balance on turns.

horse feels confident and happily walking forward, check that
your position is correctly neutral and then turn down the centerline. After walking straight for several strides, squeeze your left leg.
At the same time, drop the weight down in your right heel with
your right leg against his side while keeping your upper body tall
and centered over his spine. This will prevent you from tipping
your body to the left—a common mistake that riders make in the
leg-yield and another example of unintentionally conflicting aids.
If your horse doesn’t move at all to the right, step more weight
down into your right stirrup, just as you did to balance his “train
cars” on turns. He should recognize this aid from his earlier training and move a little to the right. Again, experiment with how
much of a shift works best to produce the response you want.
The moment he takes a step or two sideways, release the
leg aid, praise him immediately, return to your neutral position
and ask him to walk straight again. When he feels forward and
square in his body, ask for another step or two sideways. If you
ever lose the forward momentum, immediately close both legs
and lean a little forward.
In the beginning, it’s OK to allow him to run through his shoulder a little as he steps sideways. We’re only asking for a reaction to
the aids right now, not perfection. And don’t get too greedy: Asking for too many lateral steps at first can be overwhelming.
Eventually, your horse will learn to correlate the weight shift
with the leg aid and you’ll be able to use a less and less dramatic
weight shift. As his understanding and strength improve, you can

TIP

First Level Horse
This same sideways weight shift will help you when it comes
time to introduce your horse to the leg-yield, where you ask him
to move sideways off a single leg aid and flex slightly away from
the direction he’s going. By now he will fully understand that
your two legs used together mean go forward. Learning to go
sideways in response to a single leg aid is a new concept, which
might confuse him at first. Instead of resorting to lots of kicking
and use of the whip—which is never constructive—reinforce the
leg aid with your weight aid.
For example, start at the walk tracking to the left. When your
6 PRACTICAL HORSEMAN EXTRA
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First Level: Use Your Weight Aid with the Leg-Yield

3

4

When he responds well, I return to my neutral position while
continuing to use my right leg to ask for the leg-yield. Here, we’re
demonstrating how I would allow a less-experienced horse to lead
with his shoulders, slightly ahead of his haunches. With a young
horse, my primary goal is always to achieve a correct response to
my lateral aids without disrupting the harmony and relaxation.

refine your aids and progress to a more ideal leg-yield—with his
neck, shoulders and hips aligned and parallel to the long side, a
slight flexion around your inside leg (the leg he’s stepping away
from) and nice regular steps crossing over, following a diagonal
track from the centerline to the long side. Once you’ve achieved
that at the walk, you can follow the same procedure at the trot.
Meanwhile, continue to use your forward and backward weight
shifts to control his tempo. Sit a little behind the motion when he
rushes and a little ahead if he falls behind your leg. As you begin to
ask him to develop more pushing power from behind, be aware of
your weight’s influence on his balance. Although your lower leg is
responsible for creating the energy, the best forward driving aid is
a seat that follows the movement. Imagine your horse is a powerboat. As you increase the power from the back, the front end rises.
Tipping your upper body slightly forward will prevent this positive
energy from toppling you backward.

Third Level Horse
By the time your horse reaches Third Level, he should fully
understand your lateral aids. However, you will still often find it
helpful to reinforce them with your weight aids. Usually you’ll
be able to apply these weight aids much more subtly than you
did in his earlier training—but be prepared, as always, to give as
much aid as necessary to obtain the response you want.
A good example is the introduction of the half-pass. The concept is similar to that of the leg-yield—asking your horse to move
7 PRACTICAL HORSEMAN EXTRA
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Now, I’m using a more dramatic aid to demonstrate how
effectively you can influence a horse with your weight. Notice
how Da Vinci is responding to my exaggerated weight shift by
taking a big sideways step to get his weight back underneath
mine.

5
Because Da Vinci is already familiar with this movement and
clearly understands my aids, I finish up by asking him for a
proper leg-yield, keeping his body straight and parallel to the
long side while maintaining my own straight, centered position.

sideways away from a single leg aid—but your bending aids are
different. Whereas in leg-yield your horse is flexed slightly away
from the direction he’s going, in half-pass he’s bent toward the
direction he’s going. So your bending aids are opposite. When-

Third Level: Use Your Weight Aid with the Half-Pass

1

2

I begin by establishing a nice rhythmic trot,
tracking left on Dean Martin. Then I turn
left down the centerline and check that I’m
sitting in my correct neutral position.

Next, I initiate a half-pass to the left, asking
him to stay bent around my left leg while
moving away from my right leg.

3
If he doesn’t respond promptly to my lateral
aids, I step more of my weight into my left
stirrup. Here you can see him reacting to my
exaggerated weight shift by taking bigger
sideways steps.

teach a new skill like this, your immediate
goals are not about how many steps your
horse produces or how perfectly he does
them. What matters most at this point is
getting a reliable reaction to your aids. As
soon as he reacts correctly, praise him,
return to your neutral position and allow
him to travel straight forward again. Once
he’s taken a breath and relaxed, ask for
another few sideways steps.
As with the leg-yield, if you’re consistent and clear with your aids from the
beginning, you’ll gradually be able to use
them more subtly over time. But your
weight aid will continue to come in handy.
For example, if his front legs lack expresWhile still applying the leg and rein aids for As we finish up the half-pass, I stay quiet
sion in the half-pass (or any other movethe half-pass, I then shift my weight back to and centered in the saddle, rewarding him
ment), you can sit back slightly to weight
the center of the saddle. This lightens up his for his obedience and lovely crossover by
left side, encouraging him to reach his legs
staying out of his way.
his hind legs more, which will lighten his
more expressively sideways.
front end. At the other extreme, if he
feels a little stuck and behind your leg,
ever you make a change like this, expect that your horse might
accompany your driving aid (your lower leg) with a slightly more
not understand what you want initially—and be prepared to use
forward upper-body position to encourage more activity.
more of a weight shift to make it clear.
These strategies will continue to pay off all the way through
Say you’re trotting on the left rein and turn down the centerto the Grand Prix level. The world’s top riders have the same
line. To initiate a half-pass to the left, ask your horse to stay bent
basic expectation that their horses will respond to every aid they
around your left leg while moving away from your right leg. If
give and are always willing to follow through to make that haphe doesn’t respond promptly, step more of your weight into
pen. Only with this reliable foundation can they create, control
your left stirrup. Increase this aid and reduce the degree of bend
and direct energy in the manner that makes dressage such a
until he responds by moving sideways. Remember, when you
beautiful art form.

4
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FLY-CONTROL
STRATEGIES
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n the summertime, flies are an unavoidable nuisance around barns and horses,
but you can minimize the infestation by addressing its source, implementing
some stable-management practices and getting the most out of your fly spray.

Tackle the Source

© CHALRES MANN/CMANNPHOTO.COM

Timely elimination of breeding sites and moisture control are important in reducing
infestation. Houseflies visit moist material from manure and other organic matter,
where the females will lay eggs as they feed. Likewise, stable flies will develop in
decaying matter, such as dirty straw, spilled feed or hay, and urine or water. Here
are a few simple tips to keep the breeding population down in your barn:
n Clean up manure daily in stalls and at least weekly in paddocks. Spread or
compost the waste.
n Replace stall bedding weekly. Shavings and sawdust have been proven to
produce fewer flies than straw.
n Place waterers in well-drained
areas and away from places
where horses are fed.
n Keep feed areas dry and
avoid ground feeding because
any moist, decaying leftover
feed is an ideal breeding site for
stable flies and houseflies.
There are other stablemanagement practices that can
Clean up manure daily from your barn area and
help, too.
compost the waste to help control flies.
n Fly traps and sticky paper may
be most useful as a means of documenting fly numbers over time. A significant increase in catch from one week to the next can be a warning to check on sanitation
and to increase fly-control measures.
n Fans that direct a downward and outward airflow will help to keep flies from
entering barns.
n Screening is an excellent way to keep flies out of feed and tack rooms and stalls.
n Several commercial firms offer a fly-parasite (predator) release program that can
be used to supplement fly control.
n You also can apply residual insecticides to walls, ceilings and rafters of barns and
sheds where nuisance flies rest. These insecticides are made for this specific purpose
as opposed to those developed for direct application to horses—so check the label.
General observations and accumulations of fly specks (waste drops) will help identify target spots. Be sure to protect water and feed when making applications. Do
not apply the same insecticide or different products within the same chemical class
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repeatedly throughout an entire season
to minimize insects developing resistance.

Maximize Your Fly
Spray’s Effect
While addressing the source of fly-control
problems is key, insecticides can help to
provide some temporary reduction of
pest problems. Specifically, how you use
fly spray can make a big difference in
helping your horse be comfortable. Here
are some tips:
n Read the label for age restrictions.
Some products should not be applied to
foals younger than 3 months. Check to
be sure the pests you want to control are
listed on the label, and apply spray no
more frequently than the recommended
retreatment intervals.
n Observe horses frequently to determine which body parts are most irritated
by insects. Mosquitoes and gnats tend
to feed on horses’ underbellies, which
are easily overlooked and may be more
difficult to cover evenly with fly spray.
Stable flies feed on the lower legs, where
insecticides and repellants are prone to
being covered with dust and washed off
with water.
n Before applying insecticide, thoroughly
brush your horse’s coat to remove dirt
that can reduce the spray’s effectiveness.
n Lightly brush against the lay of the hair
while applying the spray to ensure adequate cover. This allows the insecticide
to reach the skin.
n Apply spray more frequently rather
than more heavily. Reapply fly spray
once your horse’s coat has dried after
washing or exposure to heavy rain.
Thanks to Lee Townsend of the University of
Kentucky Extension Service for contributing
information to this article.
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